Announcing an exciting new stained glass concept
& pattern book for glass crafters of all levels!

CANDLE SCONCES
A Step by Step Guide

A stained glass pattern book and assembly
guide by Dale Keating

AVAILABLE NOW!
Ask your supplier for it!

This stained glass pattern book offers a unique
new way to make candle sconces! These creative
designs truly capture the magic of candle light and
beauty of stained glass. They are functional and
wonderfully decorative with sixteen designs to choose
from. These include nature inspired motifs, Celtic and
more abstract contemporary designs. Some even
incorporate beads and etched elements.
The assembly guide is for glass crafters of all
levels. It includes full color step by step instructions that
simplify the whole process so even a novice can make a
sconce. There are plenty of photos which makes it easy
to follow plus helpful hints and safety notes throughout.
You will also find supply lists and a chapter on tools.
Discover the secrets to three dimensional
assembly and learn techniques for adding beads, etched
details and strong integrated hanging wires. It is all
explained step by step.
There is no fancy hardware to buy and every
sconce will accommodate a free standing candle or
candle with a stem. They attach to the wall with a
simple hook which is concealed behind the sconce.

Specifications:
► Measures 8-1/2" x 11".
► 36 full color pages with 122 photographs.
► 16 B/W 11"x 17" pages with full size pattern templates.
► Glossy soft cover.
► Saddle stitch binding with tear out middle section.

ISBN: 978-0-9916986-0-8
Suggested retail price: $21.95
For additional information please contact
Dale Keating directly or visit:
www.dalekeating.com/Press_Room.html

D.K. Publications
Dale Keating, Pierrefonds, Quebec, H9H 1P8
Tel: 514-696-2148, Email: dale@dalekeating.com, Web: www.dalekeating.com

So how did this book come about?
Although these designs are new to most I have been making them
and refining the designs for over a decade. I love how candle light and glass
create such a warm ambiance so when I first started in stained glass I looked
everywhere for candle sconce patterns but found only a few. Unfortunately
they either required unavailable hardware, did not seem to sit securely on
the wall or the hanging wire and hook was visible. Unsatisfied I decided to
design my own addressing all these issues. Well they were a tremendous hit
at every craft show and they turned out to be my best sellers! What a great
surprise that was.
What was most unexpected was how many inquiries I had from
fellow glass crafters wanting to know where I bought the patterns. So of
course I immediately made up a couple of pattern booklets for two of the
designs and sold them along side my sconces. They were also a hit! After
that I decided to approach a local stained glass studio in old Montreal and
they graciously agreed to offer my patterns for sale. We have sold just over
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200 individual patterns priced at $11.95 and $13.95 each.
Over the years I have had many requests for more designs so I
decided to take the next step and publish this collection. I elected to selfpublish which has been a great learning experience and I have thoroughly
enjoyed every bit of it but now I actually have to sell all my books! I love a
challenge! I have never seen another book with a similar concept and
looking at my pattern sales I have no doubt this book will sell. Now all that is left to do is spread the word and
introduce crafters to this new concept and book!

Here is where to get additional information for
newsletters, websites, etcetera…..
I have included a “Press Room” page on my website. It contains a
cover image, specifications, descriptive text and other pertinent information.
Any of this information may be copied or downloaded for advertising
purposes and used on websites, in catalogues or in newsletters. The page will
be updated periodically and will eventually include a list of distributors but
don’t be shy to ask your favorite supplier for Candle Sconces; A Step by
Step Guide!
To go to my Press Room page simply click on the following link:
www.dalekeating.com/Press_Room.html . For additional information or if
you have any questions or comments please contact Dale Keating by phone,
email or by clicking on any of the links in this press release that are
highlighted in red. If you require images in a different resolution or format
they can be emailed directly to you.
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